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Abstract: Crowdsourcing has recently been used in various applications, and the possibility of its utilization and importance is
expected to increase continuously in the future. However, crowdsourcing cannot ensure the precision of the results because it is
performed by unspecified individuals who cannot guarantee the quality of results. In particular, a more sophisticated task that has
complex problems is harder to get an accurate result. In this paper, we propose a novel framework to improve the quality of work in
a crowdsourcing environment. We analyze the characteristics of workers and allocate the appropriate task to workers to improve the
quality of results. We propose a cumulative voting for correct assessment instead of the majority representation method which is more
commonly used. Our experiments show that proposed framework improves quality of results by effective work allocation and quality
analysis.
Keywords: Crowdsourcing, Task Distribution, Quality Analysis

1 Introduction
Crowdsourcing is concept of getting services, ideas, or
content by contributions from a crowd of people, usually
using online community, rather than traditional
employees or suppliers. This practice has attracted
significant interest recently because it is expected to solve
various real-world problems that cannot be handled
properly by traditional computing methods. The concept
of crowdsourcing was first introduced by Howe [1], and
[2] defined crowdsourcing as a online, distributed
problem-solving and production model. Crowdsourcing
has been applied to handle real-world problems, such as
reCAPTCHA[3], Duolingo[4], and Amazon Mechanical
Turk[5]. These frameworks provide platforms to trade
crowdsourcing task via web.
However, the current focus on the crowdsourcing task
is too simplistic and does not consider the capability of
the public sufficiently. Existing crowdsourcing tasks
assume that a set of simple jobs will be handled, even
though the public can resolve complex and difficult work,
such as article working[7], translation[8][9], and
planning[10]]. Wikipedia[11]is a great example that
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shows public capability. Therefore, it is important that
assign appropriate tasks to each individuals who can
resolve the problem properly according to the
characteristics of the task for crowdsourcing. Moreover,
to increase the quality of the results obtained through
crowdsourcing, an accurate evaluation of the results of
each task is important.
We suggest a framework that can improve the quality
of results in an environment to solve problems by
crowdsourcing. Proposed framework consists of task
management, worker management, task distribution, and
quality analysis. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 reviews the related literature in
crowdsourcing. Section 3 explains the proposed
architecture and algorithms to assign and evaluate the
task. Section 4 describes our use of simulations to
validate the results. Finally, the last section summarizes
the contributions of this paper.

2 Related Work
Most existing works on crowdsourcing typically focus on
the extension of traditional techniques into crowdsourcing
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and its optimization. CrowdDB[12], Qurk[13] and
Deco[14] are techniques that use crowdsourcing to extend
existing database systems and can use SQL-like query in
a crowdsourcing platform. Studies on query utilization for
crowdsourcing have been researched, including the
optimizations of approaches such as SELECT, JOIN,
SORT, MAX, GROUP BY, and Entity Resolution. Others
works focused on query result size prediction under an
open world assumption[15], selecting the best workers
from the set of specified workers and budget[16], and
adopting workers in advance and grasping the work
quickly to reduce searching space[17][18].
Reliability
management
is
important
for
crowdsourcing. [19] suggests a method for managing the
stepwise reputation of workers. Moreover, studies on the
control of spammers, who solve a task randomly, and
streakers, who resolve most of the work alone, were
introduced. [20] suggests a task-worker matrix that
recommends work based on the history of past tasks for
efficient allocation of work.
Numerous works address query optimization for cost
reduction. However, these works rely on simple worker
selection, which does not consider the characteristics of
each worker. And by using a majority representation
system as a quality evaluation, there are some waste of
quality and low accuracy of evaluation.
As it can be seen from Wikipedia, crowdsourcing can
solve more complex problem although existing works just
focus on simple task using crowdsourcing. We introduce
a novel framework for high quality crowdsourcing to
solve more sophisticated problem using efficient work
distribution and evaluation system.

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We provide a novel framework that consists of task and
worker management, task distribution, and quality
analysis, as illustrated in Figure 1. The task and worker
management component analyzes and manages properties
of tasks and registered workers. Then the task distribution
component utilizes this information to assign the
appropriate tasks to workers. Finally, the quality
evaluation component evaluates the results of
crowdsourcing and elects the best qualified result to be
returned to the service requester.

3.1 Task management
A total task set T={t1 ,...,tm } should be considered, and the
size of task is |T |=m. Task Level T L j refers to task
difficulty, which is determined by analyzing the
crowdsourcing task characteristics. For example,
crowdsourcing translation can use FleschKincaid Grade
Level (FKGL)[21] to determine the task difficulty. Each
task information such as predetermined difficulty, actual
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Fig. 1: A framework for high quality of crowdsourcing

evaluation of worker, duration of labor, and analysis of
the result can be collected to calculate for determining
task level of future works. This analysis is used to assign
task to appropriate workers.

3.2 Work management
Let worker set W={w1 ,...,wn } and the total number of the
workers be |W |=n. Further, expected arriving time of each
workers is Timei ={timei1 ,...,timeil }, and the time duration
is di that is needed to resolve the task of each worker wi .
The worker management component also deals with this
information and analyzes the capability of workers and
evaluates each workers Skill Level SLi . Wc ur denotes the
set of workers that are currently connected to the system.
Let system variable DL be the waiting time of tasks that
the system can wait for additional workers. Additional
workers who are expected to arrive sooner or later are
denoted by Win as presented below.
Win = {wi |for all i and l, timeil + di ≤ timenow + DL }
AsSa result, the total set of available workers is Wavail =
Wcur Win at timenow . Additionally, we assume that the
number of tasks is greater than the number of workers. It
is reasonable assumption because in real world, there are
tons of problems that wait for worker who can solve it,
and the number of workers is much less than the number
of problems.

3.3 Task distribution
Assigning the appropriate tasks to workers significantly
affects the quality of the task in a crowdsourcing
environment to solve complex problems. For example, we
assume that we have a task t j with T L j =10 and workers
wa , wb with SLa =10 and SLb =5. The task should be
assigned to wa than to wb . We assume that the proposed
task distribution method try to minimize the difference
between the level of skill of workers and the difficulty of
the tasks because the number of workers is less than the
number of tasks. Specifically, the problem of finding the
best work placement is as follows:
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Fig. 2: An algorithm for finding the best task distribution by
dynamic programming

Problem 1. The Best Task Distribution Given two sets T
and Wavail , find the function f that has the minimum
∑wi ∈Wavail |SLi − T L f (i) | in all possible one-to-one
functions f : Wavail → T.
Brute-force search is the simplest method to solve
problem 1, but we have m Pn′ ways, and the time
complexity is O(m!/(m − n′ )!) in the worst case. To
reduce time complexity, we use dynamic programming
and greedy algorithm. The greedy method matches each
element of Wavail to each element of T based on the
minimum difference between skill level and task
difficulty. Although this method does not guarantee the
optimal solution, it has only O(mn′ ) time complexity.
Meanwhile, by using dynamic programming, we can find
optimal solution. In Figure 2, the dynamic programming
algorithm for solving Problem 1 is described. First, the
algorithm sorts the elements of T and Wavail based on SL
and TL. Then the minimum summation of difference
between task and skill level d(i,j) is as follows:
d(i,j)=min{min1≤k≤ j−1{d(i-1,k)+
|SLi − T L j |},
d(i,j-1)}, i ≤ j
This algorithm has O(m2 n’)time complexity, such that we
can solve the problem 1 in polynomial time.

3.4 Quality analysis
When the tasks are completed, the result is reported to the
framework. In the case of a simple task, an existing work
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assignment guarantees sufficient quality. But for the
difficult and complex tasks, the best performance result is
hard to select that which one is the correct answer among
several receiving candidates.
Assume that we have two candidates, and we should
select the better one. For simple task example, ”What is
the biggest number between 2 and 3?” This case is trivial
because 3 is easily determined to be bigger than 2. Quality
analysis can be quickly and easily implemented through
a plurality voting system, which is every worker has one
ballot.
However, in some cases, selecting the better option is
difficult despite high worker accuracy because the answer
of task results cannot be determined simply. For example,
Which translation is better than the other or ”Which place
should we go to between the East Gate and the Namsan
Tower if someone visit Seoul for the first time?” Answers
to these questions are subjective, which makes it difficult
to determine a correct answer. In this case, unanimity is
not guaranteed despite 100% worker accuracy because
workers vote by their subjective opinion.
As a result, query result evaluation in crowdsourcing
is a difficult problem. We define this difficulty in quality
evaluation in crowdsourcing as follows:
Definition 1. Hardness of Quality Evaluation When we
evaluate the result of crowdsourcing, we cannot guarantee
unanimity every time, even if the accuracy of all workers
is 100%. We define this issue as hardness of quality
evaluation.
Definition 2. Relative Quality When all of the workers’
accuracy is 100% for the hardness of quality evaluation,
we define the proportion of vote of each candidate as
candidates relative quality.
Definition 3. Correct answer in hard evaluation Correct
answer in hard evaluation is determined to the candidate
answer that has highest relative quality
In hardness of quality evaluation, the majority
representation systems have increased error rate because
each worker casts one vote. For example, we assume that
two candidates, A and B, which have a relative quality
qA = 0.7 and qB = 0.3,
respectively. Also we assume the average accuracy of
each worker is 90%. When five workers are evaluate the
two candidates based on the majority representation
voting system, the probability of selecting A is
0.7 × 0.9+0.3 × 0.1=0.66, whereas that for B is 0.34.
Then the probability of selecting A as the higher quality,
i.e. the correct answer for this evaluation,
(0.66)3 +(0.66)3(0.34)3C1 +(0.66)3(0.34)2 4C2 =0.78. Also
the required average ballots for this evaluation, i.e. the
cost,
is
3(0.66)3+4(0.66)3(0.34)3C1 +5(0.66)3(0.34)2 4C2 +
3(0.34)3+4(0.34)3(0.66)3C1 +5(0.34)3(0.66)2 4C2 =3.98
If the relative qualities of two candidates are 1.0, 0.0,
the average correct answer rate is 0.99, and the average
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cost is 3.31. The majority representation voting system
decrease answer rate and increased average cost when it
apply to hard evaluation problem.
In our proposed framework, we apply a cumulative
voting system for the hard evaluation. In hard evaluation,
there is no candidate which has absolutely outstanding
quality. The cumulative voting system, that each worker
has more than one ballots, can close to the relative quality
more quickly and accurately than majority representation
voting system. In the proposed framework, we apply the
cumulative voting systems as follows: Each worker
grades each candidate from 0 to 100 points in increments
of 10 points and the sum of all points is 100. Then the
candidate answer with the highest point is to be the
correct answer.

That is, θA =r2 /(QB × G), θB =r2 /(QA × G). The
proposed model defines the skewness of two distributions
using G. So, if we want to estimate workers average
accuracy, we can determine Gusing average accuracy. Let
the workers average accuracy is as the probability that
every worker casts over 50 points to their preferred
candidate based on relative quality. α is described by
Equation (3).

Fig. 4: The probabilities of cumulative voting modeling example

∑

α=

(PA (100 − x)qA + pB(x)qB )

x=0,10,...,50

=

Fig. 3: An example of cumulative voting modeling

∑

(

x=0,10,...,50

(1/RankA(100 − x))θA
qA
∑ f orallk (1/RankA(100 − k))θA
+

We use Zipf-like distribution [22] and gravity model
for estimation modeling to predict the evaluation under
the cumulative voting system. For example, as the
previous example, we assume the worker who prefer A
gives 70 point to A and 30 points to B by following the
relative qualities. We define pA (x) as the probability that a
worker who prefer A gives x points to A. And pB (x) is
also a probability that a worker who prefer B gives x
points to B. We set up two Zipf-like probability density
functions as shown in Figure 3 and 4.
The skewness of each probability density function,
namely, A , B , can be calculated using the gravity model.
We assume that, in the previous example, QA =qA 100=70,
QB =qB 100=30, and r = |QA − QB |. To define the
skewness, we use Equation (1).
F =G

QA × QB
r2

(1)

where G is a constant to define the skewness. Then we
calculate A and B using F as below
F = QA ×
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1
1
= QB ×
θA
θB

(2)

(3)

(1/RankB(x))θB
qB )
∑ f orallk (1/RankB(k))θB

As a result, we can determine G by finding the solution
of the equation g(G)=0.

g(G) =

∑

(

x=0,10,...,50

(1/RankA(100 − x))θA
qA
∑ f orallk (1/RankA(100 − k))θA

(1/RankB(x))θB
+
qB ) − α
∑ f orallk (1/RankB(k))θB

(4)

g(G) is a monotone decreasing function where G is a
positive real number and it has only one solution for
g(G)=0. Therefore we can use the NewtonRapshon
method to solve the equation. In the previous example, we
apply qA =0.7, qB =0.3, and α =0.9 to this equation, then
we obtain G ≈ 21.566777. Figure 3 and 4 presents the
whole probability distribution of this model as
p(x)=pA(x)× qA +pB (x)× qB .

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We perform experiments to validate proposed frameworks
accuracy and efficiency by simulation and implementation.
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crowdsourcing for translating using proposed framework
to validate accuracy and efficiency.

4.1 Best distribution

Fig. 5: The best distribution experiments result

We begin with experiments on normal distribution data
sets with values from 20 to 80 and deviation of 10. The
results of best distribution experiments are shown in
Figure 5. These result shows that using dynamic
programming results makes a significant reduction rather
than random distribution. When the number of
workers(n’) is fixed and the number of tasks(m) various,
the greedy and dynamic method can achieve best
distribution(or almost that). But using the random method
cannot get the proper distribution at any n’ and m. In most
cases, we can use the dynamic method for find best
distribution. But when the size of problems is too large to
using dynamic method, we can use the greedy method for
the close approximation of the best distribution.

4.2 Plurality voting (PV) vs. Cumulative voting
(CV)

Fig. 6: The accuracy of jury vs. % of correct answers.

Fig. 7: The accuracy of jury vs. # of average necessary ballots.

We carry out two experimental evaluations by
simulation: (1) the best distribution experiments result,
(2) comparing between Plurality voting (PV) vs.
Cumulative voting (CV) and implement web application

The result of the comparison between PV and CV is
depicted in Figure 6, 7, and 8. In the Figure 6 and 7, PV
and CV are compared by five evaluators with precision
on the hard evaluation problem, where qA =0.7,0.8. In
addition, for the needed shares to conclude the evaluation,
experiments are conducted by setting 40% (200 points)
and 50% (three votes, 250 points).

Fig. 8: The % of shares to win vs. % of correct answers(solid
line) and # of average necessary ballots(dotted line)

Figure 6 shows that the precision of CV with 50%
needed share(CV w/50%) is more accurate than that of
PV with 50% share(PV w/50%). It shows that CV is more
suitable for the hard evaluation problems than PV.
However, in Figure 6, the number of average necessary
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ballots of CV w/50% is greater than that of PV w/50%. In
other words, CV w/50% need more cost for more
accurate decision. However, in Figure 6, although we
reduce the needed share for the CV from 50% to 40%, the
rate of correct answer of CV is not decrease as so much,
and it is higher than PV as ever. Also, in Figure 7, the
number of average necessary ballots of CV w/40% is
lower than that of the CV w/50% and even taht of the PV.
So, we can reduce the cost by reduce the needed share
when we use the CV. The proposed framework can
determines the CV model according to the average
accuracy of evaluators and the relative qualities of
candidates. Then the framework can predict the expected
rate of correct answers and the necessary ballots(costs).
Adopting this prediction can control the rate of correct
answers and the average number of necessary ballots
through the management of needed share for
determination the evaluation result. Figure 8 shows the
result of a comparison between the average necessary
number of ballots (dotted line) and the ratio of correct
answers(solid line) of CV and PV in accordance with the
needed share for determination of evaluation (α =0.9,
qA =0.8). CV has a higher ratio of correctness than PV at
any needed share, but the necessary cost of CV is also
higher than that of PV as we seen before. Nevertheless,
the decrement of correctness ratio of CV is tolerable, we
can reduce the needed share rate and cost to focus on the
target correctness ratio. For example, where the needed
share is 50%, the correctness ratio of PV is 88.6%, and
the average number of necessary ballots is 3.8.
Meanwhile, in CV, where the needed share is 20%, the
correctness ratio is 87.2%, and the average number of
necessary ballots is 1.9. In conclusion, cumulative voting
system maintains the correctness ratio by modeling the
votes and can obtains a higher correctness ratio with
relatively less or small additional cost.

4.3 Implementation of propsoed framework
We implement crowdsourcing service using proposed
framework to confirm accuracy and efficiency of
proposed framework. The translation service have been
targeted for experiment. We have selected 60 sentence of
CNN News to translate and the number of worker is 16.
Our estimation measure is BLEU point[23] that is used to
estimate quality of machine translation. At first, we
measure BLEU point of workers translation ability using
sample sentence that have different level of difficulty. As
a result, the best point of BLEU is 22.08 and the worst
point is 8.11, and average point is 12.66. Difficulty of
sentence is also measured using FKGL[21]. By this
measurement, the most difficult sentences FKGL point is
18.0 and the least difficult sentences point is 3.1, and
average FKGL point is 11.42. And then, we distribute
sentences to worker by sentence difficulty and workers
level of translation using proposed framework.
Experimental result is shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9: Evaluation of crowdsourcing quality using proposed
framework in real world implementation

We compare google translation result to
crowdsourcing translation. Google translation results
BLEU point is 5.98. This result is 64% less than other
translation technique using crowdsourcing. It means that
crowdsourcing can obtain better quality of translation
result than machine translation. We also compare
proposed task assignment technique to other
crowdsourcing technique. We carry out 4 type of method
to comparison: random distribution, optimal distribution,
optimal and real world voting, and optimal distribution
and ideal voting. Optimal distribution is a technique that
we proposed using dynamic algorithm to assign
appropriate task to worker, and voting means that evaluate
translation results vote using cumulative voting. Ideal
voting is calculate based on assumption that every
evaluator vote 100% correct, and real voting is the results
that evaluator vote in real implemented crowdsourcing
framework. We confirm that proposed assignment
technique get a higher BLEU point than random
distribution. That is, optimal distribution succeed to get
better translation results by appropriate distribution. We
also compare ideal voting and real voting using optimal
distribution. Real voting using optimal distribution real
voting cannot get the same translation quality than ideal
voting, but it can get better result than optimal
distribution without voting that evaluate query results.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel framework to improve
the quality of result in a crowdsourcing environment. This
framework using the best task distribution and cumulative
voting system for the hard evaluation. As presented in the
experimental results, we show that we can get the best
task distribution by dynamic programming and apply
cumulative voting system for higher answer rate and
lower cost quality evaluation by proposed modeling
method. For the future work, we plan to compare various
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criteria to apply to real-world task distribution. Also,
more accurately estimating the relative quality and
average correctness of evaluators, which are parameters
of the model, is needed.
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